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Gloucester Cathedral: No.3 Millers Green: Proposed refurbishment works 2022 
 
DESIGN STATEMENT revA 
 
1.00 Background 
 
1.01 This property is part of the Gloucester Cathedral estate and is located in the 

connecting ‘alley’ between Millers Green and the Infirmary Ruins, forming part of 
the (much altered) set of monastic buildings - the Abbey of St.Peter. The property is 
listed grade II* 1. 

 

fig.1  
 
above No.3 Millers Green, northern elevation, photo AFK 25.03.22.   

 

1 List entry no. 1271714 
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1.02 The house is reputed to contain remains of the kitchen to the Abbey, originally built 
in the C12th, later remodelled in the C14th and again in the C16th, when it was 
known locally as the ‘Common Kitchen’. (Life in this house, and in the Cathedral 
Precincts, during the Stuart period, is brought vividly to life in Suzanne Eward’s 
book, ‘No fine by a glass of wine’ 2). 

 
1.03 There are many interesting features associated with this house. The staircase rising 

to the first floor is an elaborate affair with twisted balusters and a ‘wreathed and 
ramped’ handrail 3. On the first floor, in the largest room facing north, is a fine 
decorative plastered ceiling, with ribs in an intricate pattern, and with panels 
enclosing a swan, a crane in relief, and the inscription ‘Alma Mater Cantabrigia’ (used 
as the crest of Cambridge University Press). This ceiling dates from the early C17th, 
along with the fireplace.  

 

figs.2+3    
 
left: The main staircase, dating from the 1720s. 
right: The decorative plasterwork ceiling, first floor, dating from the early C17th.  
 
1.04 This domestic property is used as a home for one of the Cathedral’s Residentiary 

Canons. The works described in this document, and set out in detail in the 
accompanying schedule of works, specification and drawings, come about in part 
due to the retirement of the former Canon Chancellor, and a period of vacancy 
ahead of the arrival of a new Canon to join the Cathedral Chapter later in 2022. This 
provides a window of opportunity to carry out a much-needed refurbishment of the 
property. 

 
1.05 In parallel, the property was already undergoing repairs to the external elevations 

(both northern and southern) replacing inappropriate hard cement-based render 
coatings with new lime-based materials, decorated using mineral paint. The aim of 
these works was to address the very poor condition of the (1960s) rendered surfaces, 
to produce a breathable and more sympathetic external surface material. The work 
to the northern elevations was completed in late 2021, to a high standard (see 
images on page one). Work has already commenced, with the same local contractor, 
on the southern side, with the removal of the hard render coatings. 

 

 

2 ‘No fine by a glass of wine’, Suzanne Eward, published by Michael Russell, 1985. 
3 Listing description, ibid.  
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2.00 Designation/Jurisdiction 
 
2.01 The designation of this building as a listed property within the ‘green line’ as defined 

by the care of Cathedrals Measure, dictates that secular listed building controls are 
relevant, although the Gloucester Cathedral Fabric Advisory Committee are also be 
to kept informed of the proposed works. Consequently, this document’s principal 
purpose is to support an application for planning and listed building consent for the 
proposed works. 

 
2.02 The vast majority of the scheduled works constitute repairs or like-for-like 

replacement of materials. However, due to the extent of works, and the need for 
formal consent for some of the specific elements of the refurbishment, the complete 
schedule of works is submitted to the local planning authority for consideration, in 
order to provide the full context for the proposed works. This approach was agreed 
in principle with Gloucester City Council’s Principal Conservation Officer Kate Biggs 
and Stephen Guy, Inspector of Historic Buildings and Areas, Historic England South 
West Region, at a meeting at the property in Friday 25.03.22.  

 
3.00 The proposed works: Externally 
 
3.01 The works are detailed in the accompanying schedule of planned refurbishment 

works and the drawings (dated March 2022). The property was the subject of a 
dimensional survey in 2020-2021, carried out by Downland Survey, which has 
provided invaluable accurate and detailed drawings of the building, on which to base 
these proposals. The schedule sets out the proposed works in a sequence, likely to 
be undertaken by the Cathedral’s in-house maintenance team with the support of 
specialist external contractors.  

 
3.02 At roof level, the works are limited to a renewal of the rainwater goods and specific 

work to address a long-term maintenance problem associated with ‘light-well’. The 
roof covering is in reasonable condition. Many of the existing rainwater goods are in 
uPVC. These are unsuitable for a building of this quality and deficiencies in the 
various gutters and downpipes have led to problems of damp ingress and damage 
to external surfaces in a variety of locations around the property. These will be 
replaced in polyester-powder-coated aluminium sections which are light-weight, 
but which resemble cast iron products. The finish on the aluminium products is long-
lasting and reduces ongoing maintenance commitments.  

 
3.03 The ‘light-well’ is next to one of the chimneys at roof level, adjacent to No.4 Millers 

Green. This runs down to ground level and is accessed from No.3 by means of a 
narrow doorway from the inner hallway. In the past, pigeons have infested this area, 
but temporary netting, installed at the head of the light-well in 2011, has prevented 
this. However, weather penetrates to ground level and also affects the condition of 
the wall surface of No.4 Millers Green, leading to damage to the interior finishes. It 
is proposed to roof-over the light-well, by extending an adjacent pitched roof 
element, and by building a simple timber ‘roof’, covered in lead externally. This will 
enable secure weatherings to be built against the surrounding wall surfaces. 
Proprietary ventilators will be included in the lead covering to enable air to circulate 
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within the void. The proposals are illustrated in drawings numbered 1048-6070-312 
and 1048-6070-321.  

 

fig.4  
 
above:  The ‘light-well’ between nos.3+4 Millers Green.  
 
3.04 On the public-facing elevation (ie. the northern elevation) works completed in 2021 

have radically improved the performance and appearance of the property (see fig.1 
on page 1 of this document). Lime-based render has been used, replacing 
inappropriate cement-based coatings applied in the 1960s. The new render is carried 
on wood-wool slabs, incorporated into the timber-framed elements behind. This not 
only provides a good key for the render, but the c.100mm of wood-wool provides a 
degree of thermal buffering for the interior, whilst maintaining breathability.  

 
3.05 Whilst the works were underway in 2021, an interesting feature came to light, 

located immediately adjacent to the projecting bay on the first floor. A small panel 
of ‘pargetting’ was found between studs, potentially the remains of a much earlier 
decorative scheme. (Does this date from the same era as the decorative plastered 
ceiling immediately inside the property at this level?). It was decided to leave this 
feature visible to view. It is now proposed to protect this item by means of a slender 
metal-framed window, set onto hardwood bearers, framing the panel. This will 
maintain its visibility, whilst providing protection from the weather. Its north-facing 
situation suggests that it will not be subject to degradation as a result of excessive 
UV light or heat due to solar-gain. However, to further guard against this, a UV 
protective film will be added to the glass pane. See drawing 1048-6070-320 for 
details.  
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figs.5+6   
 
left: Repairs underway in Autumn 2021 on the northern elevation – the ‘pargetted panel’ 

is just visible above the first lift of scaffolding at the left-hand side of the image. 
right: A detail of the pargetted panel.  
 
3.06 The other proposed change on the northern elevation is minor. It is proposed to 

remove the modern obscure glass in window W01, lighting the ground floor shower 
room, and to replace it with clear glass. This will be fitted with obscure film to the 
inner face of the glass. This will enhance the appearance of the exterior, and also the 
interior, whilst preventing views into the (re-modelled) shower room (R103).  

 
3.07 On the rear (south-facing) elevation, the existing masonry substrate will be repaired 

where necessary and the same lime-based plaster as was used for the northern 
elevation will be employed (see separate specification document).  

 
3.08 Whilst access is available, windows will be repaired, but two windows will be subject 

to alteration, namely the first-floor bathroom window (W14) and the small window 
at ground level (W05) lighting a study space. 

 
3.09 At first floor level the bathroom is lit by a casement window, glazed with obscure 

glass. The timber frame of this modern window is in poor condition and the glass 
prevents the enjoyment of a view of the garden and the Cathedral. It is proposed to 
renew this window, installing a six-over-six sash window (W14), designed to match 
the other windows at first floor level. All of the windows are modern at this level, but 
they feature slender glazing bars with ‘lambs-tongue’ mouldings and traditional 
detailing. The new window will match this detailing. 

 
3.10 For window W05 it is proposed to remove the existing modern small single light 

casement window, and to replace it with a larger four-over-four vertical sliding sash 
window. The reason for this is to make the internal space useable as a small study, 
with a view into the south-facing garden. The section of wall surrounding the current 
window appears to suggest a larger blocked-opening. It is therefore proposed to 
record this photographically with the assistance of the Cathedral Archaeologist 
before works commence, to add to the body of knowledge of this building. The 
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details of this proposed new window will match those used for the other windows at 
first floor level on this elevation (see drawing 1048-6070-320). 

 
3.11 At ground level in the rear garden, the raised level of the paving against the property 

is creating a damp environment at low level along the southern wall. It is proposed 
to excavate a French drain in this area (as shown on drawing 1048-6070-310) to help 
to alleviate the dampness along this wall. This will be excavated under an 
archaeological watching brief, co-ordinated by the Cathedral Archaeologist.  

 
3.12 On the northern side of the property, adjacent to room R106, an unsightly area of 

‘screed’ will be carefully taken up and new pavings laid. This is also shown on drawing 
1048-6070-310.  

 
4.00 The proposed works: Internally 
 
4.01 The general refurbishment of the interior involves a complete re-decoration, making 

good wall surfaces where cracked, or damaged by dampness. Where timber 
panelling is painted, but damaged mechanically by general wear and tear over the 
years, cracks will be filled and the localised areas of damage carefully filled and 
brought forward, ready for re-decoration. This will not be cleaned back to bare 
timber to avoid any potential loss or earlier decorative schemes. Unpainted timber 
panelling will be given a light clean only.  

 
4.02 Damp-affected and damaged plastered areas will be investigated and repaired using 

lime-based renders if the plaster-work has become off-key locally. Otherwise, once 
external defects are addressed, drying out should improve the situation internally. 

 
4.03 The first-floor bathroom (R210) will be re-fitted with new sanitary ware and tiling. 

The existing shower room at R206 will be re-fitted to omit the shower but to provide 
a new wc and wash hand basin. 

 
4.04 At ground floor level, the existing wc will be re-configured to provide a new shower 

room. The existing blockwork wall which currently runs to the central mullion of 
window W01 will be carefully removed, allowing this window to be re-instated in its 
original form. A new wall will be formed below the existing beam in the ceiling, 
creating larger shower room space (see drawing 1048-6070-322)  

 
4.05 In all three rooms rooms, new extract ventilation to remove odours and moist air will 

be provided, ducted through to the attic spaces to vent outlets located on hidden 
roof slopes at high level. (The roof tiling is modern, mainly machine-made, clay 
tiling, and this will accept a ‘lead-slate’ around a vent outlet in each case.) The 
architect will agree the precise routes of these ducts with the contractor as an on-
site decision, as the exact direction of travel will not be clear until opening-up can 
occur.  

 
4.06 The kitchen at R113 will be renewed to provide an updated fitted kitchen. 
 
4.07 In order to upgrade the thermal performance of the single-glazed windows 

throughout the property, it is proposed to install secondary glazing to the inner face 
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of the existing window where possible. The system to be employed is a ‘magnetic’ 
type, with high-quality acrylic sheets held against the inner face of the windows 
frames by means of strips of magnetic material. This will enhance the thermal 
performance of the windows in an unobtrusive way. 

 
4.08 The domestic hot water system will be renewed throughout the property to provide 

enhanced hot water capacity.  
 
4.09 The existing heating system is a set of night storage heaters. These are to be 

removed and replaced with high efficiency electrical heaters, wired into the exiting 
distribution system. This will provide better control of heating whilst avoiding the 
need to install a boiler and pipework around the house. This keeps the impact on the 
historic property to a minimum.  

 
4.10 The historic decorative plasterwork ceiling in room R203 has been inspected by 

plasterwork specialist Paul Buck of Hayles and Howe. His report and proposals for 
repairs are awaited, but initial discussions on site suggest that low-key repair works 
only will be required.  

 

fig.7  
 
above: Part of the decorative plasterwork ceiling to first floor room R203.  
 
4.11 The plaster key to the majority of the ceiling appears to be sound and well adhered 

to the laths above. Where deflection has occurred, on the ceiling beams supporting 
the floor of the attic room above, the plaster has cracked and has been badly 
repaired in the past using proprietary filler materials. These will be carefully exposed 
and repairs made using appropriate lime-based materials.  
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fig.8  
 
above: The crest in northern sector of the decorative ceiling, showing typical condition, 

paint layers etc.  
 
4.12 The ceiling exhibits many layers of painted décor, and this ‘blunts’ the appearance 

of many of the decorative details. Nonetheless, it is not proposed to carry out a 
wholesale cleaning of the painted layers. Rather, any gaps and cracks will be filled as 
noted above, and the whole ceiling given two thin coats of limewash to ‘lift’ its 
appearance.  

 
5.00 Summary – the need for the works etc./impact on historic fabric 
 
5.01 The works described in the foregoing paragraphs, and the accompanying drawings, 

are intended to create a comfortable home and place of work for the incoming 
Canon Chancellor. 

 
5.02 The intention is to respect the innate character of the building, whilst updating the 

fabric where possible to improve thermal performance in appropriate ways. Fittings 
are to be updated (such as those in the bathrooms and the kitchen) but all historic 
fabric will be retained, and repaired where necessary.  

 
5.03 Changes are proposed to two windows on the south-facing elevation, to improve 

comfort levels in terms of light entering the house and views out into the garden and 
towards the Cathedral. The windows will match the (modern) sliding sash windows 
already present on this elevation.  

 
5.04 The work to improve rainwater disposal will make the building easier to maintain 

and will hopefully avoid dampness entering the house due to blockages etc. The 
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introduction of a French drain along the garden elevation should help to reduce 
dampness levels in the rear rooms (where floor levels are around 300mm lower than 
external ground levels). 

 
5.05 The proposed work to roof-over the light-well between No.3 and No.4 Millers Green 

will remove a maintenance headache and should slightly improve thermal comfort. 
 
5.06 The proposed ‘light-touch’ conservation work to the early C17th plasterwork ceiling 

on the first floor will ensure that this survives into the future. It should be noted that 
invasive works to clean-off layers of applied paint are not proposed, although some 
support from above may be required if this is deemed necessary upon opening-up in 
the attic space. Such work will be kept to the minimum necessary to secure the 
ceiling. 

 
5.07 Taken together, it is suggested that these works are modest in scope and will not 

represent ‘harm’ to the historic fabric of this much-loved building.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 Gloucester Cathedral Architect 
 St.Ann’s Gate Architects Ltd. Salisbury/Winchester  
 RevA 08.06.22 


